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Pitch Perfect Performance Space
Book now for best availability!

Book your band, choir or orchestra groups for the chance to perform right next to
SUE the T.rex! We can accommodate up to 120 performers and provide
complimentary chairs.
Discovery Pass admission which includes the
performance, one special exhibition and 35 permanent exhibitions!

Need Clinic or Practice Space?
We’ve got that covered!

Bring in a clinician or book a rehearsal time in one of our available classroom
or theatre spaces with seating for anywhere from 20 up to 700 people!

Need Lunch?

We’ve got that in the bag!

Food vouchers and a variety of bag lunches are available for group visits!

Always be Discovering:
Our 2014 Special Exhibitions!

Opening the Vaults:
Wonders of the 1893
World’s Fair

The Machine Inside:
Biomechanics

Get a glimpse of hidden
collections and treasures
from the event of the
century. Luring millions to
Chicago in 1893, the
Columbian Exposition was
not only the birthplace of
chewing gum and the
Ferris wheel, but also the
triumphant debut of our
very own Field Museum.

Have you ever wondered how
some creatures can fly for miles
without resting, leap the length of
a football field, or crush over 8,000
pounds in one bite? From the
inside out, every living thingincluding humans - is a machine
built to survive, move, and
discover. Now you can try your
hand at “flying,” feel how hard a
giraffe’s heart works to pump
blood, and investigate the other
marvels of natural engineering!

10/25/13 - 09/07/14

Please see the museum website for all sponsor
and organization credit information. Dates
andexhibitions subject to change without notice.

The Field Museum
1400 South Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60605
888.FIELD.85
groupsales@fieldmuseum.org

03/12/14 - 01/04/15

The Ernst & Young
3D Theater!
Now Playing:

Waking the T.rex: The 3D
Story of SUE is a story 67
million years in the
making! From hatchling
to harrowing, discover
T.rex SUE like you never
have before in this new
3D film!

